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SVM (support vector machines), artificial neural networks
(ANNs), and DT (determining trees) are commonly used as
data mining techniques that present many departure
prediction models. Machine learning comes from the study
and composition of algorithms in the calculation of artificial
intelligence (AI) learning and pattern recognition research;
machine learning algorithms have been used by many
researchers to develop prediction systems. Algorithms are
divided into two main categories: supervisory and
non-knowledge learning algorithms; classification algorithms
and regression algorithms are also included in the learning
algorithm category. Classification models create models that
apply to training past customer data and categorizing invisible
patterns. Clustering algorithms, on the other hand, focus on
similar functions that group data within a cluster and then
classify invisible data into one of the related clusters. Other
studies evaluate various factors such as failure, predictive
performance and customer retention. Key drivers for
predicting customer behavior. Many researchers have
proposed a variety of solutions to retain customers by
applying different technologies [1]. The researchers use
algorithms, hybrid oversampling and oversampling, SMOTE
oversampling technology, ESN (Ecostate Networks),
clustering technology, artificial neural network, decision tree,
and random forest algorithms to derive failure prediction
results. PSO, mRMR, GA, and many technologies have been
derived. s has been used. Ensemble classifier [1]. Early
predictions of customer churn increase the likelihood of
customer retention. This study estimates the deviation by
evaluating different versions of individual classifiers based on
the NeuralNetwork. These classifiers include the NN (Nural
Network), AutoMLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron), and Deep
Learning (DL). The results are calculated and evaluated using
statistical measurements such as kappa, absolute error,
relative error, and classification error as well as various
performance measurements such as accuracy, precision,
frequency, and f- measurement. The rest of the paper is as
follows: Chapter 2 explains the literature review; the
proposed research model is presented in Section 3, and
Section 4 consists of results, evaluations and discussions.
Finally, Section 5 concludes research work that suggests
future research direction.

Abstract: The purpose of this study is to evaluate existing
individual neural network-based classifiers to compare
performance measurements to improve the accuracy of deviance
predictions. The data sets used in this white paper are related to
communication deviance and are available to IBM Watson
Analytics in the IBM community. This study uses three classifiers
from ANN and a split validation operator from one data set to
predict the departure of communications services. Apply different
classification techniques to different classifiers to achieve the
following accuracy with 75.63% for deep running, 77.63% for
perceptron, and 77.95% for autoMLP. With a limited set of
features, including the information of customer, this study
compares ANN's classifiers to derive the best performance model.
In particular, the study shows that telecom service companies with
practical implications to manage potential departures and
improve revenue.
Keywords: Artificial neural network, Telecom service, Churn;
Deep learng, Perceptron, AutoMLP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Customers who do not renew their contract or find other
service options are said to leave one airline to another. The
confusion resulted in significant economic and financial
losses. Deviation from the telecommunications industry is
defined as the number of customers moving from one
organization to another. Customer churn predictions are
widely used to keep valuable customers at a cost five to seven
times lower than new customers. In general, the desire to use
better services leads to customer departures; if you can lower
the customer departure rate to 5 to 10%, the growth rate of the
company will increase to 30 to 85%. Customer secession and
retention are part of the customer secession management
system. Other researchers have used a variety of technologies,
including data mining technology, machine learning
algorithms, and statistical models, to implement customer
departure management in the service industry.
Data mining is a process that applies to data with
previously unknown information and is useful for some
decision making. More precisely, you can extract related
patterns and run large datasets in the database to design a
variety of strategies for profitable business. Associative rules,
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amounts of data is one of the main drawbacks of this study.
Three main factors were discussed: predictive performance,
starting and holding capacity used in the revenue model.
Analysis of potential conservation models is provided for
maximum benefit. Research has shown that profits and
holdings have a monotonous relationship with predictions.
The company can benefit from improved maintenance.
Boosting was used to increase accuracy. Semrl & Matei [7]
conducted a series of experiments to increase customer
retention. The The Big ML and Azure ML platforms were
utilized to predict departures, focusing on user services based
on demographic and behavioral data.
The SVM and ESN training algorithms were used to
predict customer churn using carrier data. Accuracy, good
generalization, and resistance to impacting issues have helped
maintain existing customers. Clustering algorithms include
semantic-based subtraction clustering methods (SDSCM).
Based on SCM (Subtractive Clustering Method) and AFS
(self-evident fuzzy set). New algorithms increase accuracy
and reduce risk. The proposed SDSCM provides efficient
results compared to the k- average cluster algorithm. In the
proposed SDSCM, after selecting a property, you determined
the adjacent radius and finally calculated the number of
clusters. Although many techniques have been presented in
recent literature, the reviews provided in this section clearly
illustrate the pros and cons of each method. This study aims to
improve customer exit prediction performance..

II. RELATED STUDY
Customers have smarter and more accessible options.
Prices are a must for customers to consider. TW Telecom
reported a $2.4 million loss of revenue and a 6.6% decline in
telecommunications services due to contract renewals and
loss of revenue from rising prices. AT&T, well known as a
wireless operator, reported a serious crisis in its fight against
the spectrum against rival T-Mobile. AT&T had to lose
frequency allocations and could not provide or provide
limited services to customers. If customers want to find good
network services from their competitors, they will terminate
immediately: AT&T rose slightly from 1.32% in the fourth
quarter of 2010 to 1.36% in the third quarter. Even Twitter
considers the impact of deviations on services: In less than a
month, 60 percent of Twitter accounts were idle. Twitter said
it is looking for ways to improve relevance and user
experience by adding new services and features. Many
researchers have proposed a variety of techniques to predict
customer departures. To predict customer departure, a
six-step data mining model was introduced that compared
existing technologies such as SVM, DT, RA, NN and FL
(Fuzzy Logic). Shaaban et al. [2] concluded that using a deep
learning algorithm, better results could be obtained. Idris et al.
[3] proposed a genetic programming (GP) algorithm and a
deviation prediction model based on adaboost.GP
programming worked efficiently for data retrieval, and
AdaBoost was used to identify various elements of customer
departure behavior in a repetitive approach. The data set was
balanced using a Particle Set Optimization (PSO)
undersampling method. This model worked very efficiently to
solve many complex problems, improving performance by
implementing effective functional selection techniques using
machine learning or deep learning. Anjum et al. [4] proposed
a new departure model to improve customer departure
forecasts from increased recalls; the model used ensemble
techniques to predict departures. The various combinations of
algorithms such as C5, QUEST, CHAID, CRT, logistic
regression analysis were evaluated; the best result was 93.4%
of the combinations of C5 and QUEST. Data sets for
experimentation and evaluation are not mentioned.
Integrating customer data records can improve the accuracy
of these algorithms. In order to analyze the deviance
prediction model, 10 techniques were compared and studied.
Ensemble-based technology (Random Forest and Adobeost)
outperforms other algorithms with an accuracy of 96% in a
data set containing 3333 records. The SVM and MLP
(Multi-Layer Perception) show the highest performance for a
given data set; however, the results were calculated using a
small data set. Accuracy can be enhanced by using hybrid or
the deep learning model. Verbeke et al. [5] used miners + and
ALBA to propose rule-based classification techniques that
exceed exit estimates These techniques focused primarily on
predictive accuracy, comprehension and legitimacy. Mitkees
et al. [6] discussed several reasons why customers leave the
company to define behavioral attributes to predict churn. This
study applied data mining technology, machine learning,
pattern recognition, supporting vector machines, statistics,
k-means, and DB scan algorithm to realize the actual behavior
of customers. The widespread use of memory for small
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III. MATHODOLOGY
A. Dataset
The dataset used in this paper was related to the disruption
of telecommunications services and is available from IBM
Watson Analytics in the IBM community. Each row
represents a customer, and each column contains the
attributes of the customer described in the metadata column.
The data set contains information about:
• Customers who left last month – this heat is called
nagging.
• Services subscribed by each customer, such as telephone,
multi-line, Internet, online security, online backup, device
protection, technical support, streaming TV and video
• Customer account information – customer, contract,
payment method, paperless billing, monthly billing and total
billing period
• Customer Population-Gender, age group, partners and
dependents.
B. Analysis Method
Applying preprocessing technology to data sets provides
the best performance results. Pre-treatment technology
handles missing values, removes duplicate values, sets roles
to assign attributes, and removes outliers. Pre-process and
convert to balanced data sets prior to use in your experiment.
The study uses the RapidMiner tool to perform three
classifiers on ANN to predict the variation in communication
services.
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First, deep learning is a algorithm of machine learning
based on the AI domain. Basically, it's an new version of
ANN. This model contains a larger structure where several
nodes are connected together and operate in the same way as
the neurons in the human brain. The important purpose of
training the classifier is to minimize the number of errors.
Zero_one loss was applied to some invisible instances to
reduce errors.
(1)
Zero_one loss will the written as

operator divides the input data set into an education data set
and a test data set to support performance evaluation. In this
study, the relative division is selected among the subdivision
parameters of the operator and 70% of the input data is used
as educational data. The performance results of the data set
are presented in Table 1. By applying classification
techniques to different data sets, the following results are
obtained with DL 75.63%, Perceptron 77.63%, and AutoMLP
77.95%.
Table- I: Performance Measure of Dataset
DL
Perceptron AutoMLP
True Negative
365
60
267
False Negative
196
501
294
True Positive
1,233
1,517
1,380
False Negative
319
35
172
Accuracy
75.63%
77.63%
77.95%
AUC
0.816
0.785
0.799
Precision
53.36%
63.13%
60.82%
Recall
65.06%
10.70%
47.59%
F-measure
58.63%
18.29%
53.40%

(2)
Here D is the training dataset where
(3)
Due to the reservation of its optimization for large nodes it
is very expensive so instead of it we mostly prefer to use
Negative log-likelihood loss function as
(4)
ANN works well for the DL classifier.
Second, it is the ANN type developed by Frank Rosenblatt
in 1957. Perceptron is a linear classification model and is the
simplest form of anterior neural network. In addition to all
biological similarities, the single-layer Perceptron is a linear
classification model that is efficiently trained with simple
update rules. The weight vector increase or decrease
perforator for all misclassified data points trains a linear
classification model called a single receptor looking for
separate hyperplanes (if any). This operator cannot handle
multi-category attributes. Third, Auto MLP is a simple
algorithm that adjusts the learning speed and size of ANN in
the learning process. The AutoMLP algorithm combines the
concept of genetic algorithm and probability redundancy
optimization. The AutoMLP algorithm maintains a small
network ensemble trained for different learning speeds and
different numbers of hidden units. The error rate is
determined according to the verification set according to the
fixed number of Epics, and the number of hidden units and the
learning rate are changed to be different to replace the poorest
with the best network copy. The number of hidden units and
the learning speed are derived based on the success rate and
probability distribution derived from the size.

V. CONCLUSION
Many studies have been reported on pots, but no one can
make universal human tools to predict pots, or say they know
all the reasons. Hon is so complex and associated with many
factors that researchers tend to use fewer and ignore the
influence of other factors. This paper aims to use quantitative
methods to understand the factors that leaders should
consider. Since customer manpower is often changed and
customer manpower is constantly monitored, mobile carriers
can experience problems and personal information damage.
Some studies examined age, gender and geographic location;
however, researchers still cannot express cultural and
behavioral factors that could affect the departure. The
methodology used in this white paper can be seen as a
roadmap for applying the one-day procedure to follow the
steps taken by the reader in this case study and to predict the
departure of the communication service. This study proposed
an ANN classifier that is best suited to data sets in a given
communication industry. This study, along with IBM Watson
Analytics, leads the IBM community in exploring the reasons
for the departure of communication services using data sets.
The results provide a comprehensive and in-depth
understanding of the factors that determine the departure of
the communication service. This white paper compares
classifiers of ANNs based on a limited set of features,
including customer information, to derive the best
performance models. Get the best results in terms of accuracy
with ANN technologies such as deep running, perceptron, and
autoMLP. The same model can be applied to all data sets for
departure predictions to obtain the best prediction results and
to use various types of classifiers to secure loyal company
customers before departure.

IV. RESULTS
We have been using the RapidMiner tool to calculate the
results. The results were calculated for the entire RapidMiner
version and worked with over 10,000 records for training and
model evaluation. The classifier specified in Section 3 was
applied to a data set with 19 attributes and 7,044 records. Data
mining techniques can be used to predict or classify behavior
by finding interesting patterns or relationships in data and
fitting models based on available data. If the training data set
and the test data set are separated for machine learning, the
test data set must meet the following requirements: First,
training data sets and test data sets must be written in the same
format; second, test data sets should not be included in
training data sets. Third, training data sets and test data sets
must be consistent, but it is difficult to generate test data sets
that meet these requirements. In data mining, various
verification frameworks using one data set have been
developed to solve this problem. This study supports the use
of the Split Validation operator provided by RapidMiner. The
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Indeed, the study provides stakeholders such as telecom
service providers with insights to manage potential departures
and improve revenue. In addition, this study can provide
specific work guidelines to the carrier practitioners who are
trying to prevent departure when quantifying actual decision
making factors. Still, the study recognizes the study's
important limitations: Economic modeling is used to explore
data sets and identify the link between various factors and
departures. However, social or psychological factors that
manage customer departure cannot be considered, so it is
important to conduct a gender-sexual study to explore the
grounds for deviation. Future studies of this study may
include studies on other functional selection systems, such as
the importance of random forest characteristics.
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